Abstract -In this paper an analytical model for current-induced vortex core displacement is developed. The effects of adiabatic and non-adiabatic spin torque are taken into account and the resulting vortex core displacement direction is determined.
INTRODUCTION
For the development of novel applications such as magnetic solid-state storage devices [1] , a controlled manipulation of the magnetization is required. For this, injection of spin-polarized electrons is believed to be a viable alternative approach to conventional magnetic fields. Spin currents interact with the magnetization via the adiabatic and non-adiabatic spin-torque, that result for instance in switching of spin valves as well as in domain wall and vortex core motion [2, 3] . To utilize this effect, an in-depth understanding of the torque terms needs to be developed which has previously been hampered by the difficulty of separating the spin-torque terms. Here we use an analytical model to determine the displacement direction of a vortex core under current injection and show that this direction can be used to determine the non-adiabaticity parameter, which is key to understand the underlying spin current transport [4, 5] .
ANALYTICAL MODEL
Here we analytically derive the final currentinduced position of the vortex core, showing the correlation between angle of displacement and nonadiabaticity constant β. We start with the extended Landau-Lifshitz and Gilbert equation [4, 5] :
( Based on this equation Thiele derived an equation of motion for a single vortex core [6] that was extended by Thiaville to include the spin-torque terms [4] :
with the vortex core position X. Assuming an electron flow the in x-direction, u becomes: u = jP gµ B /(2eM s ) e x with the spin polarization of the current P and the saturation magnetization M s . The gyrovector G points out-of-plane in the direction of the vortex core and equals G = pG e z = p2πM s µ 0 t/γ e z with disk thickness t. The dissipation tensorD is defined as:
with ϑ being the out-of-plane angle and φ the inplane angle of the local magnetization. For a rigid vortex centered in a disk with radius r, it can be numerically evaluated shown in [8] and turns out to be a diagonal tensor with:
(4) The radius of the VC δ (about 10 nm [9] ), depends on the exchange length and slightly on the thickness of the disk t [10] . Due to the logarithm and since d δ the factor f is not very sensitive to variations of the core profile, so that f can be reliably calculated. In disks the potential is radially symmetric, resulting in a force F s = −κ X that tries to push the vortex core back to the disk center. The stiffness κ is given by the disk dimension and material parameters [7] .
When current is injected, the vortex core will be displaced according to equation (2) until the restoring force equals the spin torque. To determine the final displacement X under current injection we set d X dt = 0 and equation (2) simplifies to:
x V C e x + y V C e y = Gu/κ (f β e x + p e y ) . (5) 978-1-4244-7368-7/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE A similar calculation was done by Shibata et al. but without including non-adiabatic contributions [11] . It becomes now obvious that the adiabatic spin-torque term is responsible for a displacement perpendicular to the electron direction (y V C ) while the non-adiabatic term leads to a displacement in the direction of the electron flow (x V C ). By measuring the angle of displacement θ with respect to the electron direction, the non-adiabaticity parameter β can therefore be directly evaluated:
For the sake of simplicity the calculation was done for harmonic potentials, but holds for any potential, as long as it is radially symmetric. It is also important to note that uncertainties in the current density, sample thickness, material parameters, etc. do not affect the displacement direction.
Corresponding micromagnetic simulations were done to determine the factor f in 30 nm thick disks with varying diameter. The result is shown in the semi logarithmic plot in Fig. 1 . The predicted logarithmic dependence of the factor f on the disk diameter is indeed observed (Fig. 1) . Fig. 1 : The factor f is plotted as a function of the disk diameter for 30 nm thick disks. Red squares correspond to the numerical results and the blue line is a logarithmic fit.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have used an analytical model to determine the current-induced vortex core displacement direction. The direction is found to be a directly dependent on the ratio of adiabatic and non-adiabatic torques. So potentially measuring the displacement direction allows for the determination of the non-adiabaticity parameter.
